In order to describe cyclic plasticity phenomena plastic stretching within a yield surface has to be considered, whilst conventional elastoplastic constitutive equations are only capable of describing deformation behaviour for a stress path near the monotonic/proportional loading. The subloading surface model categorized in the unconventional plasticity model and describing a smooth elastic-plastic transition would be applicable to non-proportional loading process including cyclic loading behavior of materials with a smooth yield surface. In this study the model is extended for materials exhibiting an elastic response under a particular state of stress, named elastic boundary, whilst they also exhibit a smooth elastic-plastic transition.
Introduction
The lifetime prediction of structures is one of a dominant factor to achieve an optimum design. Also, it is well known that cyclic loads produce failure of structural parts for values of stress lower than those obtained in monotonic tests. This phenomenon is so-called fatigue and is the main cause of failure of machine parts in service. Classical approaches to study these phenomena involve the characterization of total fatigue life to failure by using the stress amplitude-life (S-N) curves, while some studies are based on the fracture mechanics1). On the other hand, continuum description of cyclic deformation and fatigue phenomena is also useful for its understandings.
In order to simulate these fatigue phenomena the plastic stretching within a yield surfacc has to be described, whilst the plastic strain is induced remarkably as the stress approaches the yield stress. The traditional plastic constitutive equation, however, is capable of describing deformation behaviour for the stress path only near the monotonic/proportional loading, since its inside of the yield surface is assumed to be an elastic state. Therefore, various constitutive models, which are categorized in the framework of unconventional plasticity2) premising that an interior of the yield surface is not the elastic domain, have been proposed up to the present. Among them3)-9) the subloading surface model5)-7) describing a smooth elastic-plastic transition has a mathematical structure applicable to the description of deformation behaviour in an arbitrary loading (including unloading and reloading) process of materials with an arbitrary smooth yield surface. The model fulfills the basic mechanical requirements10),11), i. e. the continuity condition, the smoothness condition, the work rate-stiffness relaxation and the Masing effect. Furthermore, in order to describe the vertex (tangent) effect, causing the dependence of not only the magnitude but also the direction of the inelastic stretching on the stress rate, the extended vertex type of constitutive model have been proposed12),13).It has been verified that a smooth elastic-plastic transition can be well described for many kinds of soils13)-17). The validity of these models were also verified for monotonic and low cycle deformation behavior of metals18) -20) . On the other hand, it is well known for many metallic materials that a purely elastic response, such as Hooke's type, would be observed under a particular lower state of stress, so-called proportional or elastic limit, whilst they also exhibit a smooth elastic-plastic transition as the increase of stress to the dominant yielding state. 
Plastic Stretching
We assume that the yield condition can be written in the form: Fig. 1 The normal-yield, the subloading and the elastic limit surfaces. The substitution of Eq. (7) into Eq. (5) The inverse expression, i.e. the analytical expression of the stress-rate in terms of the stretching is obtained as follows:
The loading criterion is given as follows:
which is applicable not only to a hardening state but also to a perfectly-plastic and a softening state. The mechanical background of the loading criterion of Eq. (26) has been examined21). Subloading surface model was applied to the prediction of deformation behavior and shear band formation analysis of soils13),15)-17). The validity of this model was also verified for monotonic and low cycle stress behavior of metals18)-19).
Translation Rule of Similarity Center
The similarity-center s is required to translate with plastic deformation in order to describe realistically the cyclic loading behavior exhibiting the so-called Masing effect. This translation rule for s is described below.
The following inequality must hold since the similarity-center s has to lie inside the normal-yield surface7).
where Let the ultimate state f(s,H)=F(H) be considered, in which the similarity-center s just lies on the normal-yield surface, and thus there exists the possibility that the similarity-center s goes out from the normal-yield surface. The time differentiation of Eq. (27) where C is a material function of the stress and the plastic Fig. 2 The function U in the evolution rule of the similarity-ratio R.
internal variables in general. The translation rule of the similarity-center is now derived as follows:
In this study the function C is assumed to be given by where c (>0) is a material constant prescribing the approaching rate of the similarity-center s to the current stress.
Introduction of Elastic Boundary Concept
It is well known for many metallic materials that a elastic response, such as Hooke's type, would be observed under a particular lower state of stress, so-called proportional or elastic limit, and they also exhibit a smooth elastic-plastic transition as the increase of stress to the dominant yielding state. Following these facts the subloading surfacc modcl, categorized in the unconventional plasticity model and describing a smooth elastic-plastic transition, is extended to describe an elastic response. Here it should be noted that the terminologies of proportional or elastic limit are often used in an obscure style, both of which are not representing an elastic mechanical response of materials, since the former one guarantees only a proportionality of stress-strain relation and the later is often defined as the minimum stress inducing a particular amount of measured small inelastic strain. Now, the concept of the elastic boundary is proposed, in which the elastic response is assumed under the following condition:
Re is a material function of the stress and the plastic internal variables in general, which controls the size of the elastic boundary surface. Furthermore, the function U in Eq. (13) conducted using the present model.
Mechanical Responses
Numerical simulations of stress-strain responses were conducted under uniaxial condition. The calculated results were compared to the corresponding experimental data for aluminum alloys.
Material
The material used in this study was Al-Mg alloy A5083, a commercial aluminum alloy. Among aluminum alloys, A5083 has been used widely for liquefied situations The calculated result by the classical plasticity model 
